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1. Introduction

Candlestick analysis is an approach that has been proven effective in understanding the dynamics of stock price movements in financial markets. This method offers a clear visual view of price changes, helping traders and investors to identify certain patterns that can provide insight into the potential direction of future price movements. By using candlestick charts, market players can understand the sentiment of buyers and sellers in a certain time period and make more informational and contextual decisions.

Candlesticks are basically a graphical representation of stock trading activity within a certain time interval. Each candlestick includes key information, including the opening and closing prices and the highest and lowest levels during that period.

The color and shape of the candlesticks provide a direct indication of the dominance of buyers or sellers, which in turn helps identify potential trend changes or continuation of an ongoing trend. Candlestick analysis is not just about recognizing specific patterns but also involves understanding the overall market context. In practice, traders often combine candlestick analysis with other tools, such as technical indicators and fundamental analysis, to get a more complete and in-depth picture. This allows market participants to make better and more informed trading decisions.

Body candlestick

The body of the candlestick, located between the opening and closing prices, provides a visual representation of price changes over a certain period of time. The length of the candlestick body shows how big the difference is between the opening and closing prices.
prices. A long body indicates significant price movement during the period. If the closing price is higher than the opening price, the candlestick will be a light color, such as white or green. This indicates that during this period, buyer pressure was more dominant, and market sentiment tended to be positive. Conversely, if the closing price is lower than the opening price, the candlestick will be dark in color, such as black or red. Dark colors reflect the dominance of seller pressure and negative sentiment in that period. Candlesticks not only provide information about price movements but also reflect the dynamics between buyers and sellers in the market. Candlesticks with a light body indicate that buyers dominate, while candlesticks with a dark body indicate the strength of sellers. Understanding this concept provides the basis for reading and interpreting candlesticks more effectively. Traders and investors often use candlestick patterns and market context analysis to make more informed trading decisions.6-8

**Shadow or wick**

Shadow or wick are lines located above and below the candlestick body. This represents the range of high and low prices over a period of time. The upper shadow shows the highest price reached by the asset during the period, while the lower shadow shows the lowest price reached. Shadow length can provide an indication of how far the price has moved from the highest level to the lowest level or vice versa in that time period. A long shadow indicates high volatility during that period. High volatility can reflect uncertainty or rapid changes in market sentiment. Conversely, a short shadow may reflect a lack of volatility or more stable price consolidation. The length of the shadow can also provide clues about the strength of the trend. A long shadow above or below the candlestick can indicate strong buyer or seller pressure. For example, a long shadow at the bottom of a candlestick (long lower shadow) in an uptrend can indicate strong buying after selling pressure. Some candlestick patterns involve shadow characteristics to signal trend reversal or continuation. For example, a doji pattern, which has a small body and long shadows above and below, can indicate market uncertainty.9-12

**Candlestick patterns**

The doji pattern occurs when the opening and closing prices are almost the same or completely the same. Doji shows market uncertainty and balance between buyers and sellers. The length of the shadow on a doji can vary. Doji with a long shadow shows greater uncertainty than doji with a short shadow. The engulfing pattern consists of two consecutive candlesticks, where the second candlestick completely engulfs the body of the previous candlestick. Bullish engulfing occurs after a downtrend and signals a potential upward reversal, while bearish engulfing occurs after an uptrend and signals a potential downward reversal. The harami pattern occurs when a small candlestick (usually a doji) is contained within the body of a previous, larger candlestick. A bullish harami indicates a potential reversal from a downtrend to an uptrend, while a bearish harami indicates a potential reversal from an uptrend to a downtrend. The morning star is a three-candlestick pattern that begins with a long, bearish candlestick, followed by a doji or small candlestick indicating uncertainty, and ends with a long, bullish candlestick. This signals a potential reversal of the downtrend. The evening star is the opposite of the morning star, consisting of a long bullish candlestick, followed by a doji or small candlestick, and ending with a long bearish candlestick. This signals a potential reversal of the uptrend. Three white soldiers is a bullish pattern consisting of three consecutive long bullish candlesticks. This pattern indicates a strengthening uptrend. Three black crows is the opposite of three white soldiers, consisting of three consecutive long bearish candlesticks. This pattern indicates a strengthening downtrend.13-16

**Trends and reversals**

A market trend can be identified through a series of candlesticks with light or dark-colored bodies. If there is a series of candlesticks with a continuous body of light color (white or green), this indicates an uptrend. This reflects the dominance of buyers, and each candlestick that continuously closes higher than the previous one indicates the continued strength of the uptrend. Conversely, a series of candlesticks with
a continuous body of dark color (black or red) indicates a downtrend. This reflects seller dominance, and each candlestick that consistently closes lower than the previous one indicates the continued strength of the downtrend. Reversal candlestick patterns provide signals about potential trend changes. For example, a doji pattern or engulfing pattern can indicate hesitation or uncertainty in the market, which may be followed by a trend reversal. The doji pattern, with a small body and long shadow, signals a balance between buyers and sellers. If a doji appears after a strong trend, it can be an indication of a potential reversal. Engulfing patterns, where the second candlestick engulfs the body of the previous candlestick, can also provide a reversal signal, depending on the direction of the pattern.

2. Conclusion
Candlestick analysis is an invaluable tool in technical analysis for understanding stock price movements. Candlesticks provide a clear visual representation of changes in stock prices over a certain period of time. The color and shape of the candlesticks provide a direct indication of buyer and seller sentiment. A series of candlesticks with continuously light-colored bodies indicates an uptrend, while continuously dark-colored bodies indicate a downtrend. This helps traders identify the direction of overall price movement. Candlestick patterns, such as doji, engulfing, harami, and others, provide signals about potential changes in price direction or trend continuation. Traders can use these patterns in conjunction with other factors to make better trading decisions. The length of the candlestick’s shadow or wick gives an indication of market volatility. A long shadow indicates high volatility or significant movement during that period. Although candlestick analysis provides valuable insight, wise risk management remains the key to success in stock trading. Trading decisions should be based on comprehensive analysis and a deep understanding of market conditions. By combining candlestick analysis with other analytical tools, as well as implementing good risk management, traders can increase their chances of success and make more informed decisions in the dynamic stock market.
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